The submicron permalloy dots with variable diameter and interdot distance were microfabricated into a rectangular lattice by means of e-beam lithography and lift-off techniques. The hysteresis loops exhibit characteristic magnetization reversal accompanied by "nucleation" and "annihilation" of magnetic vortices inside the dots. The magnetic response of the samples with well-separated elements is isotropic in the plane. The arrays with a small interdot distance show magnetic anisotropy with the easy axis along the shortest period in the array. This anisotropy is originated from the interdot magnetostatic interaction. The magnetostatic interaction is found to play an important role in determining the magnetization process for the dot arrays. For example, in the closely-packed (when interdot distance is smaller than dot radius) arrays so that d/R<1, the magnetostatic interaction decreases the vortex nucleation and annihilation fields, and increases the initial susceptibility.
The arrays of sub-micron size ferromagnetic particles draw much attention because of their possible potential as magnetic storage media [1] as well as a model system for studying magnetization reversal processes [2] . Small dots reveal a single-domain state to reduce exchange energy, but non-uniform magnetic states stabilize as the dot sizes are increased. For example, an isolated polycrystalline ferromagnetic disk-shaped dot with submicron diameters and thickness of several ten nanometers exhibits a vortex type spin structure with a closure flux in remanence [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] .
The magnetic behavior of dot arrays is defined by the dot individual properties for well-separated magnetic elements, whereas the interdot magnetostatic interaction becomes essential for the dot arrays with small interdot distances [8] [9] [10] [11] . In the present work we report the experimental results of magnetization reversal in submicron circular Permalloy (Py, Fe 81 Ni 19 ) dots arranged into rectangular lattices, wherein the magnetization reversal accompanies nucleation, displacement and annihilation of magnetic vortices. We will show that the magnetostatic interaction plays an important role in determining the magnetization reversal for the arrays with a small interdot distance, leading to considerable decreases in the vortex nucleation H n and annihilation H an fields, and an increase in initial in-plane susceptibility χ(0).
The arrays of circular Py dots were prepared using micro-fabrication techniques as follows.
Firstly a standard silicon wafer is spin-coated with a positive photoresist. Next, the desired patterns are then defined by e-beam lithography. The magnetic film is deposited in vacuum on the watercooled substrate from a Py target. The deposition rate for all the prepared samples is about 0.1 nm/s. The as-deposited reference film is magnetically soft with a coercive field of several Oersteds.
Finally, after ultrasonic assisted lift-off process, we obtained the arrays of circular dots arranged into rectangular lattices with variable diameter and interdot distance. The orientation of the lattice is shown in Fig. 1 . The dot thickness L is about 80 nm and diameters 2R are chosen to be 0.4 µm, 0.6 µm, and 0.8 µm. For studying the effect of magnetostatic interdot interaction, the distance between edges of neighboring elements d was varied from 30 nm to 1 µm. We prepared two kinds of the rectangular dot arrays: A) interdot distance d x parallel to Ox axis is variable and decreases from 2R to almost zero, whereas d y =2R is constant; B) d x =R/2 is constant, d y decreases from 3R to R/2 (square array), R=0.4 µm. The microfabricated circular dots have sharp edges and are almost identical, as confirmed by an ex-situ atomic force microscope (AFM), a scanning electron microscope (SEM) and a magnetic force microscope (MFM). The hyster esis loops were tr aced using a magneto-optical technique and a resonating sample magnetometer (RSM) for different orientations of the dot arrays with respect to the in-plane applied magnetic field. The domain structure was observed in remanence with a magnetic force microscope (MFM). lattice direction of the A-type dot arrays with diameter of 0.6 µm and variable interdot distances.
The magnetization reversal process is observed to accompany the "nucleation" and "annihilation" of magnetic vortices [6, 7] . With decreasing field from the saturated state, the magnetization gradually decreases, showing an abrupt jump at the nucleation field H n . In this field a single magnetic vortex is formed in each dot. In the remanent state, the vortex stays at the center of the dot, as confirmed by MFM imaging. When the external magnetic field is applied, the vortex core is displaced to increase the average magnetization component along the field direction according to the balance between the magnetostatic and Zeeman energies. At the annihilation field H an , the vortex vanishes and turns to a single-domain state. The dot-to-dot geometry and the crystal structure variations broaden the distribution of the vortex nucleation and annihilation fields. The microfabrication processes for all samples are identical. Therefore, the intrinsic distribution of H n and H an has to be of the same order for both magnetostatically isolated and coupled dot arrays. This fact was confirmed by directly comparing the broadening of switching fields normalized by their average values for the samples with different diameters and interdot distances. This contrasts with the experimental data reported for rectangular Py particles, where the distribution in switching field was found to get narrower due to the magnetostatic interaction between the elements [11] . Note that structural or micro-structural defects have stronger influence to broadening of nucleation field than the annihilation field values. As seen from Fig. 1 , the switching fields and the slope of the linear part of hysteresis loops depend on the interdot distance. However, field-driven displacement of the vortices results in a non-negligible stray field around the dot, which defines the strength of interdot magnetostatic coupling. The magnetic properties of identical interacting dots can be modeled analytically on the basis of a "rigid vortex" model [6] .
This model assumes that the vortex moves in in-plane applied magnetic fields while keeping its shape. The reduced equilibrium core displacement s = l/R is determined by minimizing the total magnetic energy as a function of the dot sizes and interdot distances. In external magnetic field, the dot energy consists of exchange W ex , Zeeman W H , and magnetostatic W m contributions. The exchange and Zeeman terms are not affected by interdot magnetostatic coupling, and hence are the same as those for an array of isolated dots. The energy of magnetostatic coupling in twodimensional arrays of identical circular dot arrays can be calculated starting from the general expression for the magnetostatic energy density of an in-plane magnetized patterned film [9, 10] .
The following expression for the annihilation field can be deduced:
is the dot aspect-ratio, J 1 (x) is the Bessel function, and k and H are respectively the polar angles for the reciprocal lattice vector k and applied field H, 
